F.W. Doubleday’s newly released “Evil Pass Two: The Enigma” is a gripping mystery adventure throughout newfound battles, challenges, and discoveries

“Evil Pass Two: The Enigma” from Christian Faith Publishing author F.W. Doubleday is a riveting journey that follows Gary as he and his dad find themselves in a conundrum where Gary has to face new challenges upfront whilst finding an unexpected truth about himself.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) October 11, 2019 -- “Evil Pass Two: The Enigma”: an exciting tale in an adventure where courage and hope are tested as challenges always arise and secrets start to unfold. “Evil Pass Two: The Enigma” is the creation of published author F.W. Doubleday, a retired vocational teacher for many years and was raised on a dairy farm. After retirement, he was encouraged to have his writings published. He then continues to write and share his work for others to enjoy.

Doubleday shares, “Life on the mountain has returned to normal…but after a few odd events occur, the people begin to wonder. Will life up here really ever be the same?

“Word travels fast, and the mountain folks are becoming uneasy. Once again, Gary and his dad are caught right in the middle of an enigma. Gary thought he had faced his biggest fears last summer, but he will have to face new challenges with the same kind of courage. As he confronts these new trials, he discovers a side of himself he did not know existed.

“How will this all end? Can the puzzle be solved and tranquility once again be restored to the mountain? What dark secrets are still hidden in Evil Pass? Is that eerie light shining at the end of the tunnel a ray of hope or a sign of doom?”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, F.W. Doubleday’s new book is an exciting novel that will draw readers into the mysteries of Evil Pass as Gary tries to answer the questions around the puzzling circumstances that occur. This book will definitely excite and entertain the readers into its tales.

View a synopsis of “Evil Pass Two: The Enigma” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Evil Pass Two: The Enigma” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Evil Pass Two: The Enigma,” contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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